
Velocity+ is for 3PLs 
and brokers that want to 
improve cash-flow, 
eliminate paperwork, 
and establish stronger 
digital ties with shippers, 
carriers, drivers, and 
their own back office 

Transflo Digital Ecosystem

"

"
Founded in 1991 as Pegasus Imaging, our company began in scanning and began to pave 
the way for transportation technology. Today, Transflo stands proudly as a provider of an 
advanced digital ecosystem that works with over 60,000 Carriers and 300 Brokers.

Our digital footprint consists of 1.3 million app downloads, over 500 million documents 
processed and $84 Billion in invoicing. Together, this equates to a powerful platform for 
both carriers and brokers to utilize in their pursuit of operational excellence.



TRANSFLO
®

$ Payment Processing: Velocity+ eliminates back-office work and optimizes cash flow. 
It supports Quick Pay, so brokers can pay carriers faster than the normal pay cycle for 
a discount.

POD Availability: Velocity+ prompts the driver to scan their paperwork on location, 
providing the broker with an immediate Proof of Delivery.

Load Tender: Velocity+ sends shipment details to the carrier and driver automatically, 
so information about the load reaches the driver on a mobile device without requiring 
a phone call.

Auto Invoice: Automated invoice workflows make it easy to generate and distribute 
invoices quickly and with the right supporting documents. Velocity+ can also 
automate the validation of receipts for lumper services, accessorial fees, and other 
chargeable expenses.

Data Validation: Velocity+ uses OCR to verify different types of trip documents, 
extract the data, and reconcile shipment details with shipment documentation. 
Transflo has OCR experience that is backed by the processing of 500 million 
documents annually and a team of processors that handle OCR exceptions.

Load Visibility: Velocity+ enables real-time load tracking and allows the broker/3PL to 
provide status updates and push driver confirmations on pick-up and delivery, straight 
to the customer.

Document Capture: Brokers/3PLs can receive, digitize, and electronically catalog 
carrier documents in their TMS using one consistent format. 
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